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OBSERVATIONS OF GROUND-FORAGING BY
RUFOUS-BANDED HONEYEATERS Conopophila albogularis
JAMES A. FITZSIMONS
ABSTRACT
Observations of Rufous-banded Honeyeaters Conopophila albogularis
ground-foraging amongst tall grass near Darwin are described. Previous
published studies indicate that ground-foraging is rare for this species.
These observations suggest that ground-foraging may constitute an
established foraging behaviour at certain times.
OBSERVATIONS
The following account describes little-recorded foraging behaviour of the
Rufous-banded Honeyeater Conopophila albogularis at the Casuarina
Coastal Reserve (12º20'S, 130º53'E), to the north of Darwin, Northern
Territory. Approximately 10 Rufous-banded Honeyeaters were observed
for over 30 minutes on each day of 5-6 January 2003, foraging in 50 cm-
high grasslands dominated by Buffel Grass Cenchrus ciliaris and
Purpletop Rhodes Grass Chloris inflata, both exotic species.
The grasslands are artificially derived and maintained as part of a fire
break (PWCNT 2002) and form a linear corridor 15-20 m wide along a
walking track. This corridor is bordered by monsoon forest and
mangroves associated with Sandy Creek and large specimens of
Casuarina equisetifolia lining the beach. The grasslands provided inter-
tussock patches of bare ground.
The Honeyeaters commonly alighted on the higher stands of grass, most
often the peduncle, and would then move down the stem to the ground or
ground-pounce from the stem. When undisturbed, the Honeyeaters would
remain at ground level for between 10-30 seconds before moving to
another area. When flushed, individuals would fly to a nearby shrub or
lower branches of a tree from where they would usually re-enter the
grassland.
The prey items of the honeyeaters were unable to be determined, but it
was presumed insects were the focus (see Higgins et al. 2001). The birds
remained mostly silent at ground level. In contrast, Rufous-banded
Honeyeaters observed foraging amongst the canopy and shrub layer in
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other parts of the reserve vocalised readily. Interestingly, areas of shorter
grassland (approximately <30 cm) within the linear corridor did not
appear to be utilised by the Honeyeaters during these observations.
DISCUSSION
The foraging behaviour of this species is poorly known, with only two
detailed published studies (i.e. Brooker et al. 1990, Noske 1998), from
which Higgins et al. (2001) conclude foraging to be mostly arboreal, but
very occasionally terrestrial. At the Northern Territory University
(Casuarina Campus), adjacent to the Casuarina Coastal Reserve, Noske
(1998) observed the species to ground-pounce on only five occasions
(2.6% of all foraging observations). Furthermore, Brooker et al. (1990)
recorded all foraging activity for the species in monsoon forest to be at
heights greater than 4 m. However, Thompson & Goodfellow (1987 p. 51)
note that “ unlike many other honeyeaters, it perches out in the open,
sometimes on powerlines and comes down to the ground while foraging” ,
while Longmore (1991 p. 289) states that insects are occasionally “ taken
on the ground or among forest litter” .
In the Darwin region, single birds or small groups have been regularly
observed feeding on roads and adjacent nature strips (typically with low-
cut lawns) (J. Woinarski pers. comm.). On Cape York Peninsula the
species was observed occasionally, but uncommonly, foraging on bare
ground for winged ants and termites (M. Antos pers. comm.).
Although Higgins et al. (2001) state that the closely related Rufous-
throated Honeyeater Conopophila rufogularis rarely forages on the
ground, Immelmann (1961) reported that this species forages
predominantly on the ground in semi-arid savannas and grasslands.
Immelmann (1961) considered this behaviour unique amongst the
honeyeaters. The Rufous-throated Honeyeater has also been recorded
feeding on water emergent wetland annuals (Boekel 1980), in long grass
(Hall 1901), and in grass on an inundated floodplain (R. Noske pers.
comm.). This species is also known to sally-pounce from low perches to
catch insects on the ground (Higgins et al. 2001), however within the
Darwin region most foraging activity occurs in the canopy (R. Noske
pers. comm.).
That the Rufous-banded Honeyeaters moved freely amongst the grassland
and re-entered following disturbance suggests that the use of grassland
and bare ground as foraging substrates may constitute an established
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foraging behaviour for both Conopophila species. Further studies of the
foraging behaviour (and diet) of Rufous-banded Honeyeaters may show
that the species, in suitable habitat, frequently uses the ground at certain
times.
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